Grantown Initiative - Board Meeting
Minutes of Meeting on Tuesday 12 July 2016 –
House, Grantown-on-Spey

at Town

Present: Directors – Dan Cottam (in the Chair), Melanie Dick, Stewart Dick, Basil
Dunlop, Isla Game, Bill Sadler
Advisers - None
Apologies: Directors – Jane Hope,
Advisers – David Lyle (Company Secretary), Karen Derrick
Observers – Lyn Boden (GVCC), Fay Hampton
Welcome / Directors
1 The Chair welcomed all to the Meeting.
Minutes of last meeting
2 Minutes of GI board meeting as circulated
Proposed - Dan Cottam
Seconded - Melanie Dick
Matters Arising from last board minutes
3 Bill Sadler has now been officially designated as the representative of Grantown on
Spey and Vicinity Community Council (GVCC) on the board of The Grantown
Initiative. Bill replaces Basil Dunlop as the official representative of GVCC on GI who
filled this role prior to the period of abeyance of the community council.
Declarations of Interest
4 There were no Interests declared by any Director.
Membership of Grantown Initiative
5 No applications for Ordinary Membership of Grantown Initiative had been received
since the Last Meeting.

Grantown Business Association
6 Stewart Dick updated the board on the progress of this merger with the GBA.
There has been no movement on the plans for the GBA to merge with the GI, those
involved took the decision to delay discussions and arrangements until after the
summer season and the late summer events (Thunder in the Glens, Motormania,
Highland Games) when those involved will be able to commit more time to the work
required.
It should be noted that whilst the merger has been agreed in principle, the details of
this still need to agreed and only then would any GBA funds be transferred to the bank
account of the GI. In terms of those funds, it is also worth noting that a key part of
merger proposal (as set out in the document presented at this year’s GBA AGM) was
that the GBA funds would be ring fenced for use by the Business Association subcommittee of the GI. It is not the intention of any parties involved that there be no
business association, rather it will be in a different guise and will be able to share
manpower with the GI and will have a reduced burden of costs and administration.
Grantown Forward – The Master Plan
7 Grantown Forward Timeline (How we got here)
A brief outline of the project has been provided in writing by Jane Hope (Lead director of Grantown
Forward Project) for inclusion in these minutes.
Autumn 2015: Recognition in GI that before we took a big/expensive project forward (like the
roundabout sculpture), we needed to be clear on our priorities, as we only have limited time and
money.
Various reviews done in the past of what community wanted: OCAWF (our Community A Way
Forward), Community Statement, Team Grantown Workshop Sept 2012, Grantown Gateway survey
2015, CNPA/community meeting in Grant Arms 28 July 2015 to consider the High Street.
November 2015: Dan and Jane visited Cairngorms LEADER to discuss possibility of developing a big
project to take forward the various ideas in these various consultations (particularly the July 2015
consultation).
January 16: as Jane started to develop an outline of a project, it became clear that a better approach
might be to enlist the help of a consultant with a good understanding of what sources of funds were
available ie a better idea of what was possible. Also better tactically to have an outsider develop a
report than an insider.
Feb/March 16: secured a grant of £5k from the Cairngorms LEADER small grants scheme and the
Highland Council Ward budget to do exactly this, with the aim of involving a range of active
voluntary groups in the town, as well as CNPA and THC in the consultant’s work.
March 16 – end July: Project underway. Various meetings with the consultant collectively and
individual phone calls. Draft report done early July – circulated to GI Board mid July. Aim to get to
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Cairngorms LEADER end July. This represents formal end of that “mini” project within the bigger
Grantown Forward project.
July-Sept : GI to hold discussions with the other groups involved so we can develop a set of priorities,
and work these up into a grant application for the big project.
Sep-Dec: Applications to various bodies: likely to include Cairngorms LEADER and Big Lottery

Dan Cottam reported on the progress of the Grantown Forward Masterplan. A draft
version of the report has been received from Ian Clark. This report will be circulated
to Directors for their feedback ahead of the final draft which is expected before the end
of July.
Dan mentioned some key points that had been raised in the draft of the plan. Ian Clark
noted that there are a range of opportunities and funds for regeneration and
development of Grantown on Spey (including Heritage Lottery, CARS & LEADER) and
that these funds would likely require the support of a planning authority, either
Highland Council or Cairngorms National Park
The final report from Ian Clark is expected in July.
Grantown Community Website
8 Stewart Dick reported on latest position with 3rd Pixel, the web development
company awarded the contract for the development of the Community Website for
Grantown.
Following the submission of by the illustrative site plan to demonstrate the key areas
and sections required on the site. 3rd Pixel were also provided with examples of
features on other sites that the committee felt worked well and could work well on the
new Grantown site.
The week before the Board meeting, the subcommittee had met to discuss the initial
design concepts received from 3rd Pixel which were based on the information and
directions provided. After reviewing these design concepts in detail, the subcommittee
provided 3rd Pixel with feedback and a number of requests for changes to the design.
The subcommittee is in the process of arranging a meeting with the developer to
discuss the functional specifications of the site, which Stewart hoped would take place
before the July board meeting.
Stewart explained that he was hopeful that there would be a design proposal to present
for board approval at the September board meeting.
Correspondence
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9 The board received further correspondence from Mrs Fay Hampton. Mrs Hampton
expressed a number of concerns amongst which were concerns regarding the
development of the website. See appendix 1 & 2. (Other concerns were discussed under
AOCB)
In her correspondence, Mrs Hampton questioned the track record and credentials of
3rd Pixel the company selected to design and build the website. Mrs Hampton also
questioned the use of the domain name www.grantownonline.com for the new site and
the decision of the board to follow our own design and build process rather than using
the format available through the Cairngorms Business Partnership.
The points raised and minuted at the March 2016 board meeting regarding the
recommendation of 3rd Pixel were reiterated to Mrs Hampton.
Extract from March 2016 board minutes.
“Stewart Dick reported on the 3 Tenders received for the development of the Community
Website for Grantown. Two developers had submitted substantive proposals and the Website
Committee had met with both – to get a clearer picture of their understanding of the
requirements, and of their experience and abilities. Following the interviews, the Website
Committee had been much impressed by one tender and was now pleased to recommend the
firm – 3rd Pixel – for the contract to develop the Grantown Community Website in
accordance with the Brief by Grantown Initiative. The Website Committee was clear that the
firm (owned by Colin Campbell and Duncan Johnston) had significant web design and
development experience, had displayed a good and clear understanding of the GI
requirements, and had offered the best value for money in terms of the project cost, hosting
and support charges and future work charges. Stewart Dick went one to bring out the costs
for Grantown Initiative – at £5,420 (no VAT) for Design and Build, with £30 per month for
Hosting and Support, plus £30 per hour for Maintenance, if needed. 25% would be payable
on Acceptance. After full discussion, the Board gave unanimous approval to the award of the
contract – to 3rd Pixel. It was anticipated that the developed Community Website for
Grantown would be in place by June / July 2016. In conclusion, the Board gave their sincere
thanks and congratulations to all the Members of the Website Committee who had done
sterling work in getting to this stage.”

It was further explained that while 3rd Pixel was indeed a fairly new company, it had
been formed by two experienced and successful web designers who had joined forces
to form a new company. It was explained that during an exhaustive interview, Colin
and Duncan had demonstrated significant web design experience in general with
Duncan having experience of developing a similar type of large community website.
Mrs Hampton also suggested that the selection of 3rd Pixel had been motivated by
“close links to individuals on the website committee of GI and the Two Fentons” . It was explained
that this was categorically not the case and the inclusion of 3rd Pixel in the tendering
process was in fact the result of the request by the board that the number of companies
being asked to tender be increased with the inclusion of another regional developer.
3rd Pixel were included thanks to a web search and have had no previous dealings with
any members of the website subcommittee.
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Mrs Hampton expressed concerns over the use of the domain name
grantownonline.com for the community website stating that it was “so like
invernessonline.com” the domain name of Inverness Online, the web design company
included in the list of tenderers at the request of Mrs Hampton. Stewart Dick explained
that the domain had been connected to Grantown websites for a number of years and
its use was first discussed and minuted in January 2014 when Gavin Fenton offered to
donate the domain to be used for the purpose of creating a new website for Grantown.
Its use for the new Grantown website long predates any consideration of Inverness
Online as a developer. It was also highlighted that the use of this domain name was
representative of the purpose of the new website, it would be Grantown Online. The
site will serve the community and visitors and will therefore be the online home of
Grantown. It was further pointed out there were any number of websites including
numerous tourism sites using somewhereonline.com as there domain name including
New Orleans, Vietnam, Assisi and Paarl as well as numerous non tourism website. It
was concluded that rejecting this domain name on the basis that it was similar to that
of a web designer was illogical.
The subject of the boards decision not to follow the development format proposed by
the CBP was not discussed. This was first discussed at the February 2014 board
meeting where representatives of the CBP gave a presentation proposing the
Grantown make use of their community web development programme.
Extract from minutes of February 2014 minutes.
There was a presentation by Cairngorms Business Partnership (CBP), per Sarah Caird and
Jennifer Sime, on how Grantown Initiative could adopt and use the CBP’s Community
Website Network – as had been successfully done by other similar organisations such as
Boat of Garten Community Company and Braemar Community. The CBP network would
improve the online visibility of participating community websites and the local businesses
working within these communities. CBP explained that Grantown Initiative would benefit
from an easy to maintain and self-managed website which would enhance the reach of local
businesses to potential customers.
There followed a Question and Answer session by the Directors. The main drawback seen by
some Directors to the CBP approach was that the CBP website could not purport to be a
business community website – as only a minority of Grantown businesses were CBP
members.
Consideration of the matter would resume at a later Meeting.

Discussion of the best way forward resumed at the March 2014 meeting at which the
options open to the GI were discussed and scored. It was concluded that what was at
the time referred to as the “All Singing, All Dancing” option was the best one for the
new Grantown website.
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Treasurer’s Report
10 Karen Martin, the Treasurer, had submitted the latest Receipts and Payments
Report, to end May 2016. There was no discussion of these by the board.
Grantown 250 Foundation Week – Update
11 No discussion or report.
Grantown Initiative – Website Report
12 The monthly (April 2016) report on the website traffic had been circulated to and
noted by the directors. There was no discussion or report.
The traffic figures for the site are circulated to each of the directors, at present, given
the current guise of grantownonline.com, these figures are relatively low. In spite of
this however, as with any company The Grantown Initiative does not publish details
of the traffic. Should any member have any questions regarding the traffic to the
current site or the new site (once live) please contact grantowninitiative@gmail.com
and they can be answered by the relevant director.
GI Projects
12 No discussion or report.
AOCB
Formal Complaint by Fay Hampton
The Board has received further correspondence from former member Fay Hampton.
Mrs Hampton has previously lodged a complaint with the board. Mrs Hampton’s
complaint was discussed by the board at the meeting on 9 February 2016 in the
Presence of Mrs Hampton who declined to comment at the time.
(Extract from previous minutes) The board agreed that this was a private matter and
not relevant the board. The company secretary of the GI was specifically asked about
this matter; Mr Lyle would not discuss the matter as it was a private and personal
matter. Mrs Hampton has previously been informed in writing by the board (see
March minutes) that her complaint is a private matter and not a matter for the GI.
Mrs Hampton was also informed that The Grantown Initiative is no longer
responding to her correspondence, the board is upholding this decision.
It should be noted that the Grantown Initiative has never directed anyone to send or
approved any mail to be send out to members of the community, furthermore, all
actions by the board on behalf of the GI are minuted. Should any member of the
public have any grievances with the Grantown Initiative, with the conduct of its
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directors or secretary or any allegations of fraud or improper conduct by the
company or its representatives, these should be directed to Companies House, who
will investigate these matters fully.
The above comments were reiterated to Mrs Hampton and it was explained that
decision of the board regarding the complaint against David Lyle (Company secretary)
was final and would not be reconsidered. Stewart Dick stated that he understood Mrs
Hamptons frustration that she had not received the result she was looking for but that
regardless of the number of times her complaint was submitted, there would be no
reconsideration of the board’s decision. Stewart further explained that should Mrs
Hampton still have an issue with the decision and be looking for a different outcome,
the only way that this could happen would by making a complaint to either Companies
House or the Police who would consider whether there had been any wrongdoing. In
spite of insistences that wrong doing had occurred Mrs Hampton stated that she had
no intention of taking her complaint to either of the aforementioned authorities. The
board considers the matter of the Formal Complaint against David Lyle to be closed.
There was further discussion with Mrs Hampton regarding a number of grievances
which had previously been raised and addressed at earlier board meetings. This
discussion was not minuted.
14
Next Board
The next Board would be on Tuesday 9 August 2016.
Minutes Secretary – Stewart Dick (Interim)

Appendix 1
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Email from Fay Hampton dated 5/7/16
5/07/2016
I just can’t believe that the Grantown Initiative have decided to use the services of 3rdpixie for
developing a business website for Grantown business and community!!...... on the assurance of the
GI website committee!! Have they really researched 3rdpixel's suitability and not just accepting
someone's word about them?
Not only do they ( 3rd pixie) have no credentials for this important inclusive website (as viewed from
their very limited portfolio)they seem to be about to consume all the funding available for this website
plus any funds acquired through questionable liaison with Grantown Business Association. (See May
GI minutes)
The website steering committee.....essentially Stewart Dick ….is responsible for this promotion and I
think before there is any more embarrassment to Grantown and funding ( mainly old monies from
previous GI and NOT newly placed funding ) disappearing to a company with close links to
individuals on the website committee of GI and the Two Fentons who are reported to be heavily
involved in this project although no longer directors on GI……... this decision needs to be publicised
and discussed more fully.
At least the Grantown Community Council needs to be involved regardless of the autonomy of GI
which IS essential responsible to the people of Grantown no matter what they declare.
I have already suggested a safer more efficient developer would be through Cairngorms Business
Enterprise……...before any funding is released. CBE already offer a versatile framework for
community website development.
. Please advise.
Fay Hampton
" Let us look after you"
Parkburn Guest House,
Grantown on Spey
Cairngorm National Park
Scotland PH26 3EN
tel 01479 873116
You tube

No to Brexit !!

'Grantown 250 happy'

www.parkburnguesthouse.co.uk
www.visitcairngorms.co.uk
www.fishspey.com

Appendix 2
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Scan of letter and attached email of March 6th.
Letter and Formal complaint from Fay Hampton Hand delivered to
Stewart Dick and Dan Cottam
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